
From: Ray Gallucci
To: Eva Brown; Renee Pedersen; Sunil Weerakkody
Date: Thursday, October 09, 2003 8:55AM
Subject: Re: Public Meeting on Manual actions

Let's be sure we, the NRR Manaual Actions "gang," are happy (or not violently unhappy) with
the draft criteria before we publish. Please review the latest update I sent, especially my
rewording of what was formerly "risk significance" (now tentatively called "multiple-crediting" -
I'm open to better words/comments on this one [and the others, too, if I failed to capture the
consensus from the meeting]).

>>> Eva Brown 10/09/03 08:51AM >>>
Renee,

Give me a call. The fact that the meeting Is classified as a category 2, meeting allows
opportunity for comment. The agenda is an attempt to give an idea of the topics. If you take a
look at the meeting notice in the purpose

"The NRC Is holding a public meeting to discuss and gather stakeholder input on the use and
implementation of draft Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 00-01, "Guidance For Post Fire Safe
Shutdown," and comments on fire protection manual actions. This meeting will also serve as a
vehicle for members of the public to express concerns and provide advice. A tentative agenda
is attached. "

At the part of the meeting where we are seeking public feedback, we will open the meeting to
that, but the entire meeting is not just on the rule-making aspect. I agree with notification of our
active external stakeholders, but this is not/ nor was it intended to be a Category 3 meeting.
This will not be the only opportunity for the public to comment on the rule-making aspects of the
initiative. As I understand it we will have another meeting post-Commission to deal with the
rule-making aspect. As I understand it the opportunity to get public comment on the Interim
criteria is a nice-to-do not a need-to-do and I have reservations about opening up a meeting on
criteria that upper management has not been briefed on. We are looking for initial feedback,
since we haven't determined within NRR what our policy is yet.

Call me.

Eva
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CC: David Diec; David Nelson (HQ-OE); James Luehman


